HR Innovation Bootcamp

Working with Smart Technologies

**What you can expect:**

**NEW PERSPECTIVES**
Our Innovation Bootcamp gives you inspiring insights into the world of smart technologies.

**NEW METHODS**
We provide you with tools and techniques for the fast & creative development of new ideas for optimizing your own processes.

**NEW PROCESS IDEAS**
We support you in developing a multitude of innovative ideas for shaping a value-generating design of the digitization in your company.

HR has a pivotal role when it comes to digital transformation. To fulfill this role, HR managers must act as first movers and try out new technologies within their own processes. For only those who are pioneers themselves can become credible enablers and support other areas with the transition.

How can innovations from different disciplines be applied to tomorrow’s working world? How can HR departments become the driving force behind digital transformation? Whether artificial intelligence, voice control, bots, drones, wearables or Internet of Things - we present exciting technologies and together explore the implications for HR. This is how we approach the HR Innovation Bootcamp:

1. **Understand**: the map of smart technologies
2. **Define**: specify the challenges
3. **Ideate**: generate use cases for use in the working world
4. **Prototype**: translate ideas into prototypes
5. **Test**: test innovations with the target group
6. **Reflect**: set the personal HR innovation agenda